Lat: N 29° 24.93'  Elev: 43' MSL  Sectional: HOUSTON
Lon: W 95° 17.35'  TPA: STD  Downtown to Apt: 03 nm/W

Owner: ROBERT D. HERING ESTATE  Manager: ROBBE HERING CORN
12357 CR 280  12357 CR 280
ALVIN, TX  77511  ALVIN, TX  77511
Phone: 281-331-5591  281-331-5591

ATTENDANCE SCHEDULE: UNATTENDED
FUEL: NONE
REPAIRS: Airframe: MAJOR  Power Plant: MAJOR
LIGHTS: NONE  CTAF: 122.9

REMARKS: FOOD-LODGING (3MI); TAXI; ULTRALIGHT ACTIVITY; RC MODEL AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS ADJACENT TO AIRPORT

FIXED BASE OPERATORS: NONE